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Written by collectables expert Susan Brewer, the book covers the world of autographs, both
beautifully-illustrated autograph books from the days when ordinary people signed them for
friends with thoughtful poems or illustrations, to celebrity and highly collectable autographs.
Hundreds of verses and reflective messages are included, as well as many humorous entries
gleaned from autograph albums over the years.The book begins with a general overview of
autographs, autograph collecting and autograph books, has a chapter on preserving and
storing autographs, advice on how to collect them and ends with a directory of auction houses
which specialise in ephemera. Examples of autographs include Victorian politicians, Prime
Ministers, royalty, artists, actors, sportsmen and ordinary people who took the time to think up
clever rhymes or stunning illustrations. Aimed at the collectable market but also nostalgia as so
many people used to collect autographs at stage doors or end of pier shows. This book will
appeal not only to the collector but to anyone interested in social history and our changing way
of life.
Socialist countries like Yugoslavia garnered legitimacy through appealing to social equality. Yet
social stratification was characteristic of Yugoslav society and increased over the course of the
state's existence. By the 1980s the country was divided on socio-economic as well as national
lines. Through case studies from a range of social millieux, contributors to this volume seek to
'bring class back in' to Yugoslav historiography, exploring how theorisations of social class
informed the politics and policies of social mobility and conversely, how societal or grassroots
understandings of class have influenced politics and policy. Rather than focusing on regional
differentiation between Yugoslav republics and provinces the emphasis is placed on social
differentiation and discontent within particular communities. The contributing authors of these
historical studies come from diverse disciplinary backgrounds, linking scholarship from the
socialist era to contemporary research based on accessing newly available primary sources.
Voices of a wide spectrum of informants are included in the volume; from factory workers and
subsistence farmers to fictional television characters and pop-folk music superstars.
Marston's 1888 tribute to his love of the theatre describes the most inspiring actors and
performances of the nineteenth century.
This directory gives the reader mailing addresses of over 20,000 celebrities in the fields of
entertainment, sports, business & politics. In addition, this directory gives biographical data
such as birthdays, charities, hobbies and awards of the celebrities listed. Also included are
question and answers to common letter writing techniques for the autograph collector,
fundraiser or anyone wishing to contact a celebrity.
An account of murder in New York high society at the turn of the century profiles Roland
Molineux, one of New York's most eligible bachelors, and possible killer who used poison to
eliminate romantic and professional rivals.

A novel, which addresses central themes of adultery, obsession and inheritance.
It follows the fortunes of Matilda Melbourne who displays virtue, delicacy and an
unwavering commitment to the sometimes ruthless demands of parental
authority.
The very nature of elites makes them difficult for social researchers to study. This
volume provides valuable insights into how researchers can successfully gain
access to elite settings. Using their actual experiences, the contributors provide
constructive advice as well as cautionary tales about how they learned to
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manoeuvre and become accepted in worlds otherwise closed to them. Three
broad research areas are covered: business elites; professional elites; and
community and political elites. Useful information is given on how researchers in
these areas can gather data, construct interview strategies, write about their
subjects and come to experience the research process.
CELEBRITY ACCESS-THE DIRECTORY, 1993-94 is the best CURRENT
entertainment reference address book one can find. Looking for General
Schwarzkopf, Whoopi Goldberg, & Joe Montana? We have them. Our hit annual
directory is COMPLETETLY REVISED (June '93), listing nearly 7,000 top
celebrity addresses. Why don't we list tens of thousands? We have chosen to list
only those celebrities who have a history of graciously responding to their public
in the past. These special listings help one quickly reach the rich & famous
without the disappointment most get from late released, overstuffed general
directories. This book provides information & a resource base for locating
celebrities mainly of film & television, but also other areas of prominence like
sports, music, science, military, religion, art, & politics. There are also
instructional chapters on many subjects covering autograph collecting, & how to
properly write celebrities & get a response. There's a handy reference in the back
to help locate unsigned photos, vintage magazines & posters, books, fan clubs, &
more. WHO USES THIS BOOK? Professionals in business, writers, producers,
directors, agents, bankers, fund raisers, organizations, newspapers, magazines,
interviewers, realtors, libraries, educators, educational institutions, fan clubs, &
celebrities themselves. Celebrity Access Publications, 20 Sunnyside Ave, Ste.
A241, Mill Valley, CA 94941. (415) 389-8133.
Retail Crime, Security, and Loss Prevention is destined to become the "go to"
source of crime- and loss prevention- related information in the retail industry.
Written and edited by two nationally recognized retail security experts and
enhanced with 63 contributions by others who contribute expertise in specialized
areas, this book provides over 150 definitions of loss prevention terms, and
discusses topics ranging from accident investigations, counterfeit currency,
emergency planning, and workplace violence to vendor frauds. No other single
work contains such a wealth of retail security information. The co-authors are
Charles “Chuck” Sennewald, CSC, CPP former Director of Security at The
Broadway Department Stores, a major division of Carter Hawley Hale Stores,
Inc., founder of the IAPSC and author of numerous security industry books, and
John Christman, CPP, former VP and Director of Security for Macy's West. They
have put in one book a wealth of information, techniques, procedures and source
material relative to retail crime and loss prevention which will prove an invaluable
reference work for professionals at all levels within the industry. Tables, current
industry figures, and statistics fully articulate the impact of loss prevention and
theft in the retail setting Case examples from the authors' own experience
illustrate real-world problems and connect theory to practice The most complete
book available on retail security
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER What Melania wants, Melania gets. The
former director of special events at Vogue and producer of nine legendary Met
Galas, Stephanie Winston Wolkoff met Melania Knauss in 2003 and had a front
row seat to the transformation of Donald Trump’s then girlfriend from a rough-cut
gem to a precious diamond. As their friendship deepened over lunches at
Manhattan hot spots, black-tie parties, and giggle sessions in the penthouse at
Trump Tower, Wolkoff watched the newest Mrs. Trump raise her son, Barron,
and manage her highly scrutinized marriage. After Trump won the 2016 election,
Wolkoff was recruited to help produce the 58th Presidential Inauguration and to
become the First Lady’s trusted advisor. Melania put Wolkoff in charge of hiring
her staff, organizing her events, helping her write speeches, and creating her
debut initiatives. Then it all fell apart when she was made the scapegoat for
inauguration finance irregularities. Melania could have defended her innocent
friend and confidant, but she stood by her man, knowing full well who was really
to blame. The betrayal nearly destroyed Wolkoff. In this candid and emotional
memoir, Stephanie Winston Wolkoff takes you into Trump Tower and the White
House to tell the funny, thrilling, and heartbreaking story of her intimate friendship
with one of the most famous women in the world, a woman few people truly
understand. How did Melania react to the Access Hollywood tape and her
husband’s affair with Stormy Daniels? Does she get along well with Ivanka? Why
did she wear that jacket with “I really don’t care, do u?” printed on the back? Is
Melania happy being First Lady? And what really happened with the
inauguration’s funding of $107 million? Wolkoff has some ideas...
This Report arises from a memorandum from the Parliamentary Commissioner
for Standards dealing with the conduct of Nadine Dorries in respect of the
registration of fees relating to her appearance in "I'm a Celebrity ... Get Me Out of
Here!", an ITV television programme. Ms Dorries contended that such payments
(if any) were made to a company, Averbrook Ltd, of which she is a director, and
that she was not required to register income received by the company, but only
any remuneration she drew from it. Ms Dorries further contends that as she was
not required to register the company's income, she did not have to respond to the
Commissioner's requests for information about payments for her media work.
The Committee concluded that Ms Dorries must register the details required by
the rules. That leaves her initial failure to abide by the Registrar's advice, and her
attitude toward the Commissioner's inquiry. It was recommended that Ms Dorries:
register all payments in respect of her employment, whether or not they have
been channelled through Averbrook Ltd or any other third party; and apologise to
the House by way of a Personal Statement. The Committee expects Ms Dorries
to consult the Registrar in person about the detail of her Register entry within 21
days of publication of this Report. They will monitor Ms Dorries's compliance and
will recommend further action if necessary
This book maps the history of literary celebrity from the early nineteenth century
to the present, paying special attention to the authors’ crafting of their writerly
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self as well as the afterlife of their public image. Case studies are John Keats,
Edgar Allan Poe, Eliza Cook, Herman Melville, Oscar Wilde, Gertrude Stein, J.D.
Salinger and Zadie Smith. Literary celebrity is part and parcel of modern literary
culture, yet it continues to raise intriguing questions about the nature of
authorship, writerly fame and the tension between authorial self-fashioning and
public appropriation. This volume provides unique insights into the phenomenon.
This by-the-bootstraps American success story is one for the ages! Dr. Solanges
Vivens explains the 25 most important rules of life and business to the world in
hopes to inspire the next generation of female entrepreneurs. From her humble
beginnings as black girl in Haiti to a triumphant nursing home director and
mother, Solanges has accumulated plenty of wisdom to share. Readers will be
inspired by the spiritual fortitude and can-do attitude of a woman who refused to
allow herself to be limited by other people’s expectations of her and achieved a
boundary-breaking level of success solely through the force of her own will. This
is an American success story at its heart, one that will appeal to anyone who
wants to make a difference in the world around them by rewriting the rules of who
rises to the top and whose rags become riches.
Today’s celebrity charity work has deep historical roots. In the 1880s and 1890s,
the stars of fin-de-siècle London’s fashionable stage culture—particularly the
women—transformed theatre’s connection with fundraising. They refreshed,
remolded, and reenergized celebrity charity work at a time when organized
benevolence and women’s public roles were also being transformed. In the
process, actresses established a model and set of practices that persist today
among the stars of both London’s West End and Hollywood. In the late
nineteenth century, theatre’s fundraising for charitable causes shifted from maledominated and private to female-directed and public. Although elite women had
long been involved in such enterprises, they took on more authority in this period.
At the same time, regular, high-profile public charity events became more
important and much more visible than private philanthropy. Actresses became
key figures in making the growing number of large and heavily publicized
fundraisers successful. By 1920, the attitude was “Get an actress first. If you
can’t get an actress, then get a duchess.” Actresses’ star power, their ability to
orchestrate large events quickly, and their skill at performing a kind of genteel
extortion made them essential to this model of charity. Actresses also benefited
from this new role. Taking a prominent, public, offstage position was crucial in
making them, individually and collectively, respectable professionals. Author
Catherine Hindson reveals this history by examining the major types of charity
events at the turn of the twentieth century, including fundraising matinees, charity
bazaars and costume parties, theatrical tea and garden parties, and benefit
performances. Her study concludes with a look at the involvement of actresses in
raising funds for British soldiers serving in the Anglo-Boer War and the First
World War.
This text offers the basics of news media feature writing and guides motivated
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beginners down the right path toward success as professional feature writers.
This fourth edition gives advanced writers and reporters a thorough look at
newspaper, magazine, newsletter, and online publications, with emphasis on
daily newspapers and consumer magazines. Three primary aspects of feature
writing are emphasized: introduction and writing skills/basics, article types, and
the collegiate and professional writing life. Each chapter includes excerpts and
complete articles from some of the nation's leading publications that illustrate
points made in the text. Professional Feature Writing provides a wide variety of
perspectives and experiences of both young and experienced writers, editors,
publishers, and professors. Emphasizing writing values that will strengthen a new
writer's journalistic practices, readers will gain insights and expertise from the
narrative, the advice of professionals, and current writing examples. The book
offers lists of tips, observations, in-depth looks at both young and veteran writers,
guidelines, sources, and story ideas. As such, this volume is a solid tour of the
forms and approaches to feature writing. Building on introductory writing and
reporting skills, this text is written for advanced students, and is filled with
practical advice for writing a wide variety of features.
In an entertaining look inside the look of celebrities, the renowned broadcaster
presents a series of hilarious letters from politicians, literary luminaries,
performers, and other famous individuals, including Mark Twain's battle with the
gas company, JFK explaining leprechauns to an Irish schoolboy, and
correspondence by Flannery O'Connor, Benjamin Franklin, Bob Hope, and Oscar
Wilde, among other notables. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
This volume illustrates the significance of epistolarity as a literary phenomenon
intricately interwoven with eighteenth- and nineteenth-century cultural
developments. Rejecting the common categorization of letters as primarily private
documents, this collection of essays demonstrates the genre's persistent public
engagements with changing cultural dynamics of the revolutionary, early
republican, and antebellum eras. Sections of the collection treat letters'
implication in transatlanticism, authorship, and reform movements as well as the
politics and practices of editing letters. The wide range of authors considered
include Mercy Otis Warren, Charles Brockden Brown, members of the Emerson
and Peabody families, Margaret Fuller, Elizabeth Stoddard, Catherine Brown,
John Brown, and Harriet Jacobs. The volume is particularly relevant for
researchers in U.S. literature and history, as well as women's writing and
periodical studies. This dynamic collection offers scholars an exemplary template
of new approaches for exploring an understudied yet critically important literary
genre.
Praise for Black Tie Optional: A Complete Special Events Resource for Nonprofit
Organizations, Second Edition "I wish I had had this invaluable book when I was helping plan
fundraisers in the past. My life would have been easier, and our bank account healthier. Don't
torture yourself: get this book, follow its advice and be a hero!" —Richard B. Stolley, Senior
Editorial Adviser, Time, Inc. Founding Editor, People magazine "Black Tie Optional is anything
but an optional read. This step-by-step guide on how to strategize and execute a successful
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fundraiser is essential to anyone considering how best to tackle the complicated world of event
planning. Black Tie Optional is the archetypal roadmap for those undertaking the rewarding yet
overwhelming journey of successful fundraising. An absolute must read!" —Cathy Elkies, Senior
Vice President and Charity Auctioneer, Christie's "Harry Freedman knows how to plan an
event. He has it down to an art. " —World-renowned artist PETER MAX Regardless of the kind
of big event your organization has planned for its next fundraiser, everything you need to know
and do is in this thorough and essential handbook. Now in a Second Edition, Black Tie
Optional demystifies the process and makes it as easy as possible to have a successful event
that generates money as well as new supporters. Authors and industry experts Harry
Freedman and Karen Feldman cover all the angles and show you how to: Decide on the best
kind of event for your organization Select the best location and date for your event Develop
budgets Reach and book celebrities Create invitations and get publicity Set ticket prices
Organize and motivate your committees This handy, how-to manual takes you step by step
through the entire process of selecting and producing simple and complicated events and arms
you with all the information you need, including practical advice, real-world examples from
actual events, summary checklists, and worksheets. Black Tie Optional is destined to become
your dog-eared blueprint for making money and allies in the name of your cause.
Walt Whitman is a poet of contexts. His poetic practice was one of observing, absorbing, and
then reflecting the world around him. Walt Whitman in Context provides brief, provocative
explorations of thirty-eight different contexts - geographic, literary, cultural, and political through which to engage Whitman's life and work. Written by distinguished scholars of
Whitman and nineteenth-century American literature and culture, this collection synthesizes
scholarly and historical sources and brings together new readings and original research.
Reproduction of the original: Famous Persons and Places by N. Parker Willis
Inside you will find a mentor for each day of the year with a short biography, a quote by or
about her, a quote from Scripture and a few reflections to help you absorb the message and
meaning of each unique life.
The Labour Church was an organisation fundamental to the British socialist movement during
the formative years of the Independent Labour Party (ILP) and Labour Party between 1891 and
1914. It was founded by the Unitarian Minister John Trevor in Manchester in 1891 and grew
rapidly thereafter. Its political credentials were on display at the inaugural conference of the ILP
in 1893, and the Labour Church proved a formative influence on many pioneers of British
socialism. This book provides an analysis of the Labour Church, its religious doctrine, its sociopolitical function and its role in the cultural development of the early socialist arm of the labour
movement. It includes a detailed examination of the Victorian morality and spirituality upon
which the life of the Labour Church was built. Jacqui Turner challenges previously held
assumptions that the Labour Church was irreligious and merely a political tool. She provides a
new cultural picture of a diverse and inclusive organisation, committed to individualism and an
individual relationship with God. As such, this book brings together two major controversies of
late-Victorian Britain: the emergence of independent working-class politics and the decline of
traditional religion in a work which will be essential reading for all those interested in the history
of the labour movement.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.

Original essays explore how the arts--fiction, film, art, media, architecture, and music
and imagination--can enrich the doing of theology.
After the Modernist literary experiments of her earlier work, Virginia Woolf became
increasingly concerned with overt social and political commentary in her later writings,
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which are preoccupied with dissecting the links between patriarchy, patriotism,
imperialism and war. This book unravels the complex textual histories of The Years
(1937), Three Guineas (1938) and Between the Acts (1941) to expose the genesis and
evolution of Virginia Woolf's late cultural criticism. Fusing a feminist-historicist approach
with the practices and principles of genetic criticism, this innovative study scrutinizes a
range of holograph, typescript and proof documents within their historical context to
uncover the writing and thinking processes that produced Woolf's cultural analysis
during 1931-1941. By demonstrating that Woolf's late cultural criticism developed
through her literary experimentalism as well as in response to contemporary social,
political and economic upheavals, this book offers a fresh perspective on her
emergence as a cultural commentator in her final decade and paves the way for further
genetic enquiries in the field.
There has never been a greater need for raising the funds necessary to promote the
causes that will help build a sustainable future. In Money for the Cause: A Complete
Guide to Event Fundraising, veteran nonprofit executive director Rudolph A. Rosen lays
out field-tested approaches that have been among those that helped him and the teams
of volunteers and professionals he has worked with raise more than $3 billion for
environmental conservation. As Rosen explains, fundraising events can range from
elite, black-tie affairs in large cities to basement banquets and backyard barbeques in
small-town America. Money for the Cause runs the gamut, demonstrating methods
adaptable to most situations and illustrating both basic and advanced techniques that
can be duplicated by everyone from novice volunteers to experienced event planners.
Each chapter begins with a pertinent, real-life anecdote and focuses on major areas of
event fundraising: business plans and budgets, raffles and auctions, tax and liability
matters, contract negotiation, games and prizes, site selection, food service,
entertainment, publicity, mission promotion, food and drink service, and effective team
building and use of volunteers. The author applies each topic to the widest possible
range of events, providing practical detail and giving multiple examples to cover the
differences in types of organizations and their fundraising activities. Whatever the
funding objective may be, Money for the Cause: A Complete Guide to Event
Fundraising is both a textbook and a practical reference that will be indispensable to
anyone involved in mission-driven organizations, whether as a volunteer, a
professional, a student, or an educator. To learn more about The Meadows Center for
Water and the Environment, sponsors of this book's series, please click here.
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